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ABSTRACT Dynamically monitoring and analyzing evolving real-world events (riots, earthquakes, and
football matches) using publicly available short texts (social media posts) is becoming increasingly
important. This content can hold critical information about various events, which can help decision-makers
to make better decisions. Significant research efforts have been made in this regard. However, most of these
provide solutions based on black-box engines, in which technical capabilities are required to understand their
internal mechanics. Also, they offer very little information about the detected events and generally tend to
answer very high-level questions, such as: “what are the main topic clusters?” “what are the main words (e.g.
top ten words) of these topics?”. These challenges can limit their usage in some critical domains, where the
need for transparency, and more information, to analyze a particular situation is crucial. Thus, to complement
and fill the gap in the direction of existing studies, in which the effectiveness and success of the proposed
approaches are insufficiently determined by their performance scores, this paper presents datasets that can
be used for dynamic topic detection of different frequencies over time based on real Tweets and a new
transparent method for the dynamic event detection problem called Self-Evolving Contextual Analysis
(SECA). It helps to answer, for any given time frame, other fundamental questions, such as: “what are the
sub-topics of, and their relationship to, a topic (or a sub-topic?)”, “what are the changing topics and sub-
topics?”, “what are the new trends?”, “what are the topics no longer being discussed?” and most importantly,
“why and how have these topics and changes been identified and generated?”. Moreover, Performance and
Carbon Footprint assessments reveal the comparative effectiveness of the proposed approach. In addition,
this paper presents a practical implementation of SECA to dynamically analyze tweets collected during the
FIFA World Cup 2022 Final Match.

INDEX TERMS Text analysis, event detection, contextual analysis, unsupervised machine learning, short
text clustering, explainable AI, green AI.

I. INTRODUCTION
Social networking platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and
WhatsApp provide easy-to-access tools that allow people to
post various topics in real-time, on varied topics such as
sporting events, related to an election campaign or a natural
disaster, for example. Examples already exist of where social
media platforms have contributed significantly to important
current events, such as facilitating communication during
“Arab Spring” [1]. Capturing this valuable information as
soon as it is published may help protect people’s rights,
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deliver their voices, or, in more grave circumstances, directly
support activities that can save their lives. Triggered by
these needs, researchers have provided many techniques and
insights for dynamically monitoring and analyzing events in
real-time.

Although some service providers, such as Twitter, provide
some accessibility to users’ posts (tweets) for analysis,
detecting events using them is a challenging task. Textual data
can be very short in length and are often written in an informal
language, which contains misspelled, abbreviated, or slang
words, grammatically incorrect sentences, and mixed lan-
guages [2], [3]. As a result, posts may have very few lexically
similar terms; therefore, identifying the relationships between
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similar texts can be problematic. Other challenges are related
to the dynamic nature of these environments. Depending on
context and time, the similarities between two keywords may
change [4]. Scalability and efficiency are two other important
factors that should be considered when capturing events using
social media: posts arrive at high speeds and in large volumes.

Extensive studies have been conducted to overcome these
issues and improve the performance of event detection tasks.
However, in our recent work [5] (in addition to performance)
we presented other important qualities such as Transparency
and Carbon footprint, which have not receivedmuch attention
in previous studies. These issues are important to consider
with Explainable AI being an emerging trend in AI, and the
Carbon footprint of AI also being a growing concern. Our
findings showed that an approach called Contextual Analysis
[6], offers some potential capabilities for the task and can
satisfy the checklist of Performance, Carbon Footprint, and
Transparency.

This paper focuses on complementing this work and
answering its open research question: “how the Contextual
Analysis algorithm can be utilized or modified (by changing
its basic machinery and without harming its level of
transparency), in order to provide information about the
evolution of topics over time?”. Based on the Contextual
Analysis method, we present a new approach called Self-
Evolving Contextual Analysis (SECA), and a lighter version
called SECA-Light, which can help dynamically detect
events. It generates a tree of word relationships that can
evolve by modifying its structure for any incoming new batch
when there is a need to do so.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First, a summary of related work is given in Section II.
Subsequently, Section III presents different definitions and
highlights the main challenges of the event detection task.
Section IV, concisely discusses the need for environmentally
friendly and transparent algorithms. This is followed by
a brief description of the Contextual Analysis method in
Section V. Section VI explores the challenges of CA in the
context of the dynamic nature of the event detection task.
Section VII presents the Self-Evolving Contextual Analysis
approach. The experiments are discussed in Section VIII.
Section IX provides a demonstration of the proposed
approach applied to a real-world scenario. The conclusions
drawn from this study and future directions are discussed in
Section X.

II. RELATED WORK
Researchers have paid considerable attention to developing
algorithms and building automated solutions that can help
detect events on social media. An example of the former
is the effort presented in [7], in which Locality Sensitive
Hashing (LSH) algorithm was employed to detect new events
from Twitter. This work tends to focus more on overcoming
the scalability limitations of event detection approaches that
depend on comparing any new tweet with all previously
seen posts. A query tweet is compared with other tweets in

the same bucket. In addition, to overcome the limitations of
LSH in dealing with massive tweet streams, the number of
tweets per bucket and the number of comparisons required
were suggested to be constant. However, the proposed system
lacks sufficient detail regarding the detected events, as it
produces the fastest-growing threads of tweets (that highlight
significant events) represented by the top tweets. Moreover,
the mathematical background required to understand the
mechanism of LSH to approximate the similarity between
two texts makes it difficult for non-technical users to
comprehend.

The work presented in [8] builds a keyword graph based on
co-occurrence to detect events. The underlying assumption
is that “keywords co-occur when there is some meaningful
topical relationship between them”. Two keywords are linked
as nodes if they are found in the same document. The
proposed algorithm consists of three main parts: KeyGraph
construction (mainly to create a graph with the extracted
keywords), community detection (to identify the densely
related terms to form a community that describes and acts as
a key or proxy document of potential events), and document
clustering (to map the documents to event clusters using their
key documents, in which each group is considered as an
event). Note: An extension of this study can be found in
[9]. Although this type of work can provide a summarized
and networked representation of words that highlight an
event, they lack to offer a meaningful story about the word
relationship for each event. This is because of the flat
representation of the constructed graph.

The authors in [10] proposed an event detection approach,
called EvenTweet, to detect and track localized events
(“events that are important within a small geographic area”)
from a stream of tweets. It focuses on grouping terms that
are close in spatial distance in order to describe an event.
The system produces the top terms, estimated start times,
and estimated locations of the generated events, which are
sorted according to a scoring scheme. Yet, location-based
event detection approaches that directly depend on geotagged
information can suffer from low performance, due to the
fact that these details are not usually available in publicly
available resources. For instance, on Twitter, the proportion
of posts containing geo-tag information is between 1% and
3% [11]. Thus, events that are declared only in non-geotagged
posts will be undetected.

Another interesting example is the work described in
[12] that provides a framework to leverage Twitter data
to detect events in real-time. Based on the assumption
that an event can be described by identifying its semantic
descriptors ( “who”, “where”, “what” and “when”), semantic
classes were proposed to represent the tweets’ terms, such
as proper nouns, mentions, hashtags, verbs, common nouns,
temporal expressions, and nouns. To generate event clusters,
these classes, with a previously calculated weighted figure
representing their importance, are then used to measure the
similarity between every tweet and the already generated
clusters, which are represented by their centroids. One
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major limitation of this work is the high dependency on
the accuracy of external resources such as TweetNLP for
capturing semantics, which can limit their usage in rapidly
evolving environments or where slang ormixed languages are
used [12]. Moreover, word embeddings were used to solve
the problem of grouping similar tweets that describe similar
events, but comprised of synonyms. However, this type of
technique can be biased toward the corpus that it was trained
on and cannot deal with new terms that were not seen in the
training dataset. This implies that tweets about similar events
could be grouped into different clusters, or be missed entirely.
The authors claimed that the proposed cluster merging phase
could help handle these issues; however, this was not clearly
explained in the original work.

The study in [4] presented an incremental clustering vector
expansion technique to detect events from microblogging
posts without depending on external resources. The detection
process is mainly accomplished in two main phases: a
clustering phase and burst detection. The vector expansion
process is an important step in this approach to identify
similar terms, in a temporal context, that represent a post or a
cluster’s centroid. This is followed by a simple incremental
clustering method in which a new post is incrementally
compared and added to an existing or new cluster. To detect
“news worthy” events, the system identifies bursty terms in
the generated clusters. Yet, each event is only represented by
a few details, such as its creation time, centroid, tweets, and
the “best tweet”, more information is required in order to gain
more knowledge about the produced outputs.

The authors in [13] proposed a framework called
TwitterNews+, based on an incremental clustering algorithm
to detect events in real-time for Twitter streams. The system
consists of two main modules, a Search Module, and an
EventCluster Module, which highly depend on indices (such
as term-tweets and term-events) during their process. The
Search Module maintains a term-tweets inverted index in
order to fetch, from the corpus, the most similar tweets to a
given query post, in order to measure its novelty and to decide
whether it should be transferred to the clustering phase. Based
on this decision, the EventCluster utilizes a term-events
inverted index to retrieve candidate clusters, and subsequently
computes the similarity between the query tweet and the cen-
troid of every candidate cluster. It is stated that this approach
can process 1336 tweets per second with high precision
and recall. However, an extensive parameter analysis was
conducted for the eight parameters, that are required by the
algorithm, to improve its performance. Moreover, this study
did not directly consider word similarities (neither synonyms
nor contextual) for grouping similar tweets into the same
event cluster.

Recently, the author in [14] proposed an advanced topic
modeling approach called BERTopic. This approach, which
is based on text embedding techniques, i.e., BERT-based,
was designed to address the limitations of other prominent
topic modeling methods, such as LDA and NMF, which
do not consider the context of words. However, in our

recent work [5], we found that BERTopic failed to meet the
Transparency assessment criteria and proved to be the most
carbon-intensive approach among the methods studied, even
without taking into account the energy required for training
the BERT model itself.

Similar to the interests of the presented studies, this paper
focuses on dynamically detecting events using short texts.
On the other hand, to complement them, more attention
is given to incorporating two more dimensions in order to
indicate the level of success of any approach intended to solve
the problem, i.e., Transparency and Carbon Footprint.

III. EVENT DETECTION
A. DEFINITIONS
The term event can generally be defined as something that
occurs. In Collins’ dictionary, it is defined as “something
that happens, especially when it is unusual or important. You
can use events to describe all the things that are happening
in a particular situation” [15]. According to the Oxford
dictionary, an event is “Something that happens or takes
place, esp. something significant or noteworthy; an incident,
an occurrence” [16].

Researchers have proposed various descriptions of this
term in the context of social media. Posts, time, location,
topic, and people are common entities in these definitions.
For example, while in [17], an event is described as “as a
real-world occurrence e with (1) an associated time period
Te and (2) a time-ordered stream of Twitter messages
Me, of substantial volume, discussing the occurrence and
published during time Te”, the authors in [18] derived their
definition as “an occurrence causing a change in the volume
of text data that discusses the associated topic at a specific
time. This occurrence is characterized by topic and time, and
often associated with entities such as people and location”.
More recently, [19] define an event as “a way of referring to
an observable activity at a certain time and place that involves
or affects a group of people in a social network.”

Real-time event detection in social media focuses on
monitoring and analyzing microblogging content as a way
to detect real-world events (civil unrest, disaster, presidential
elections, etc.). With the scope on the textual content only,
this paper adopts the definition presented in [19], which
states, “with respect to social media content, event detection
describes significant happenings in real-life by systemati-
cally analyzing the content published online and addresses
how an event is emerging, gaining momentum, flows and
evolves.”.

To that end, this paper adopts a research methodology
that meets this definition and explores the problem of
event detection for defined events whose frequency changes
over time. The datasets are based on real-world events,
whose frequency is modified in order to reflect different
rates of change of discussion for that event, in order to
assess the ability of an event detection method to identify
these changes. The datasets are defined more fully in later
sections.
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B. CHALLENGES OF EVENT DETECTION IN SOCIAL MEDIA
Acquiring data is the first module in any event detection
solution. Thanks to Twitter, researchers can have some
accessibility to users’ posts (tweets) for analysis. However,
detecting events using these sources is not a trivial task. Tex-
tual data can be very short in length and are often written in an
informal language, which contains misspelled, abbreviated,
or slang words, grammatically incorrect sentences, mixed
languages [2], [3], and other issues. This section describes
the most common challenges found in the literature.

1) SPARSITY OF CONTENT
One of the important challenges is the sparsity of content
problems, which generally refers to a lack of information
resulting from the limited occurrence of words appearing
together within a single post. Thismakes identifying semantic
relationships based on the texts a challenging task. Many
factors can lead to this issue, one of which is the short
text form on social media posts. Twitter, for example, limits
the number of characters in a post to 280 [20], which was
140 characters before the year 2017. Regardless of this
increase, it was found that brevity in posting with less than
140 characters is the common user behavior [21].

The use of informal language in posts is another factor
that can lead to sparsity. Social media users tend to use
abbreviated words or phrases extensively in their posts. For
example, “ur” for “your”, “LIV” for “Liverpool”, “btw” for
“by the way”, and “OT” for “Over Time” and “PK” for
“penalty kick” in the context of football matches. One might
argue that the driver of this habit is the constraint on the
number of characters on social media platforms [19].

Slang words and word lengthening (or sometimes
called words stretching) are other usage habits found
in social media. Words like “belter” (means amazing
goal), “banter” (means jokes), “footy” (means foot-
ball), “howler” (means mistake) and “Penaltyyyyyyyyyy”
(stretched word for penalty), are some examples of the types
of words that can be found in tweets referring to football
matches.

2) HIGH VOLUME AND SPEED
Posts on social media platforms arrive at high speeds and
large volumes. For example, on Twitter, the average number
of posts per second is 6000 [22], [23]. Elon Musk, the
owner and CEO of Twitter, tweeted that 24,400 posts per
second were sent on Twitter for one of France’s goals in the
final match of the 2022 FIFA World Cup [24]. Storing and
processing a large volume of data that arrives at a rapid rate
can be a very difficult (or sometimes impossible) task. Since
a complete dataset cannot be easily acquired for researchers
as Twitter allows only 1% of the data to be fetched through
their API, one should carefully consider the feasibility of
any proposed real-time event detection solution in terms of
resource implications and other related constraints, and the
problem’s requirements.

3) POLLUTED INFORMATION
The success of social media platforms has attracted others
to spread misinformation in their contents, whether by an
individual posting misleading information (e.g. spreading
incorrect instructions during a disease outbreak [25]) or by
an organized group (humans or bots) promoting a certain
agenda (e.g. increasing the exposure of untrustworthy content
during presidential campaigns [26]). One recent example is
a widely circulated video clip (with 239 thousand views on
13/02/2023) about a tsunami that devastated an Indonesian
island in 2018 that was falsely connected to the 2023 Turkey
and Syria Earthquake on February 6 [27]. These activities,
in turn, have raised concerns related to the quality of the
tremendous amount of content disseminated through these
channels.

Spam (defined as “unsolicited email or text messages”
in Collin’s Dictionary [28]) is another issue that gained the
attention of the service providers and the research com-
munity. During three-quarters of 2022, Facebook removed
approximately 3.9 billion spam content from its platform
[29]. Spam can negatively impact the quality of popular
topic discourse by creating confusion and misunderstandings
[30]. Publishing advertisements for products or services is
one form of unsolicited content commonly found in trending
topics.

4) DYNAMIC CONTENT
The content of social media platforms is dynamic in nature
and not static. Microbloggers may use different sets of
words to describe a specific event, and they may use
new words (i.e. neither exist in the training dataset nor in
informal or formal dictionaries) or use words in new contexts.
In addition, depending on the context and timeframe, the
similarity between two words can vary [4]. To give an
example, words such as “Covidiot” (a person that ignores
the warnings regarding public health or safety, according
to Urban Dictionary) and “Covidient” (a person who takes
government guidelines very seriously, according to Urban
Dictionary) are new terms that emerged during the outbreak
of Covid-19 [31]. Moreover, the word “bisht” (a traditional
Arab cloak) newly appeared in the context of FIFAWorld Cup
occasions, where the emir of Qatar put a “bisht” on Lionel
Messi’s (Argentine professional footballer) shoulder during
the 2022 World Cup closing ceremony. Thus, capturing these
changes and their new potential context can help reflect
the word relationship in social media more dynamically to
improve the accuracy of the event detection task.

5) MULTILINGUAL EVENTS
Another important challenge in the context of event detection
on social media is related to dealing with more than one
language. The majority of social media providers now
support many other languages alongside English. According
to a study conducted by [32], in which a sample of
118 billion tweets was collected throughout the period
from 2009 to 2019, 173 languages were detected with high
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dominance of English (24%), Japanese (12%), Spanish (6%),
Arabic (4%), and Portuguese (4%). Considering linguistic
diversity is very important for analyzing content during
international gatherings (like World Cups), global health
crises (like Covid-19), or events that occur in multilingual
regions (like Turkey and Syria earthquake in 2023).

IV. THE NEED FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY AND
TRANSPARENT APPROACHES
In our previous work [5], we demonstrated two growing
research fields in Artificial Intelligence (specifically in
Machine Learning): Transparency and Carbon Footprint.
We focused on answering the questions of what they are and
why they are important (the readers are referred to this work
for more details). Both of them are important to fulfill the
emerging international demands and to adhere to the new
regulations, such as “Right to Explanation” and “Green AI”,
and their value has triggeredmany researchers to contribute to
the solution of related problems.While some of them focused
on defining the concepts, others provided tools to help fellow
researchers assess their proposed solutions based on these
ever-demanding qualities.

Mitigating the serious impact of greenhouse gas emissions
(such as carbon dioxide and methane) on the environment
(such as the rise in sea levels and drought) requires urgent
and collaborative participation from various fields. The
machine learning community is not exempt from playing
an active role in this call. Although there are different
directions to address this, the primary emphasis here is
limiting emissions’ contribution. Complex algorithms can
utilize enormous resources for days or months to complete
their task; thereby releasing emissions that can harm the
environment. It is found for example that the emissions
produced by the NAS model during training are nearly equal
to the carbon sequestered by 336 acres of U.S. forests in a
year [5], [33].

Such activities have motivated many researchers in the
community [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38] (with termi-
nologies such as “Green AI”, “Red AI”, “Environmentally-
Friendly AI”, “Carbon Footprints of Machine Learning”),
whether to prepare for any current or future recommendations
or regulations, or to demonstrate ethical responsibility in
providing harmless products or services to society. While
some efforts recommended practices (such as computing and
declaring the Carbon Footprint [35], choosing low-carbon
intensity regions to train models [39]), others proposed easy-
to-use tools to facilitate the quantification of the Carbon
Footprint (i.e. an approximation of the carbon dioxide
equivalent (CO2eq) emissions which is ‘‘a measure of how
much a gas contributes to global warming, relative to
carbon dioxide’’ [40]), such as Green Algorithms [41] and
CodeCarbon [42]. To quantify environmental costs during the
computational tasks of learning algorithms in this paper, the
CodeCarbon tool is used.

Other growing concerns about machine learning algo-
rithms are related to their opaque nature and their complex

internal interactions, which have sparked numerous research
directions in academia (with terminologies such as “trans-
parency”, “interpretability”, “explainability”, “intelligibil-
ity”, “(white or grey or black)-Box”), and prompted various
regulations, guidelines, and standards by policymakers.
However, there is no consensus on the definitions reached
[43], as they vary between researchers. The author in [44]
argues that interpretability is not a “monolithic concept”
and has many ideas. Two notions of interpretability were
proposed, such as transparency (i.e. how does the model
work?) and post-hoc interpretability (i.e. what else can
the model tell me?). Transparency consists of three main
properties, such as Simulatability, Decomposability, and
Algorithmic Transparency. Post-hoc interpretability presents
techniques, such as text explanations, visualization and local
explanations. In a recent work [45], the authors define
“explainability” as “given a certain audience, explainability
refers to the details and reasons a model gives to make its
functioning clear or easy to understand”.

Justifying algorithmic outputs is one of the reasons why
we need to open the black-box methods particularly when
they are applied directly to support activities that can save
people’s lives, such as analyzing social media texts during an
earthquake, or in other critical domains such as emergency
triage, criminal justice, and terrorist detection. Moreover,
understanding the algorithmic outputs and decision-making
process in detail can help to enhance them to produce better
results [43], in order to serve society better.
Therefore, the work in this paper adds these two qualities

to Performance as important cornerstones for the proposed
event detection solution and uses one of the available
measures to assess it. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study to exhibit this level of scope in the context of real-
time event detection, i.e. in terms of Performance, Carbon
Footprint, and Transparency.

V. CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS (CA)
To capture the relationships between words based on their
co-occurrence in the same context, [6] proposed a novel
method called Contextual Analysis. This method creates a
tree-like structure called a hierarchical knowledge tree (HKT)
in an unsupervised process. Depending on the strength of the
relationship, this relationship can be expressed by combining
the terms that appear in a similar set of sources (such as
tweets) in a node in the tree and in its child nodes as a parent-
child relationship. Studies in [5], [6], [46], and [47] are highly
recommended for a thorough description of this strategy.

A. CA ALGORITHM
The Contextual Analysis algorithm begins by creating
the first Hierarchical Knowledge Tree (HKT) Container
(Seed_HKT), which initially encapsulates its first node. The
node is created based on the word with the highest number of
sources (the prominent word), see Fig. 1. All expected words
in this HKT container, i.e. words that are strong enough to be
in this HKT container according to α parameter, are checked
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if they share a similar set of sources. Words that satisfy the
criteria, governed by (β) parameter, are grouped in a single
node. These parameters are usually set to 0.7 and 0.5 for (α)
and (β), respectively. This selection is based on preliminary
experiments on various datasets. Every node contains two
different sets: a set of words and a set of sources.

Following the formation of the first HKT container (Seed-
HKT), a set of remaining words for every node (i.e. not
used in the creation of the preassessor node) is employed to
construct sublevel HKT (Child-HKT). Every sub-level HKT
must be linked to a parent node.

B. CA OBJECTS
According to [5], there are eight different objects in the
constructed tree: Seed-Node, Seed-HKT, Child-Node, Child-
HKT, Refuge-Node, Refuge-HKT, Orphan-Node, and Path
(see Figure 2). These are defined as follows (note: for clarity,
two more general definitions are added in this work: HKT
container and Node):
Definition 1 (HKT Container): is a tree object that high-

lights words in related documents (tweets) in a corpus that
belong to particular topics or sub-topics of the parent topic.
These topics or sub-topics are represented as Nodes in a tree.
A tree can have three different types of HKT containers:
Seed-HKT, Child-HKT, and Refuge-HKT.
Definition 2 (Node): is a container that encapsulates one

or more words as well as the documents (tweets) they
appear in. This node is located in an HKT container and
represents a topic or sub-topic. A tree can have four different
types of Nodes: Seed-Node, Child-Node, Refuge-Node and
Orphan-Node.
Definition 3 (Seed-Node): “is a container that encapsu-

lates one or more words as well as the documents (tweets)
they appear in. This node is located in Seed-HKT and
represents the main topic in the corpus. A tree must have at
least one Seed-Node”.
Definition 4 (Seed-HKT): “is a container that highlights

the most important words in related documents (tweets) in
a corpus that belong to particular topics or categories. These
main topics are represented as Seed-Nodes in a tree. A tree
must have one Seed-HKT”.
Definition 5 (Child-Node): “is a container that encapsu-

lates one or more words as well as the documents (tweets)
they appear in. This node is located in the Child-HKT, and it
represents the sub-topics of the parent topic. A tree can have
one or more Child-Nodes”.
Definition 6 (Child-HKT): “is a container that highlights

other important words in the related documents (tweets) that
formed the parent’s topic or category and belong to particular
sub-topics or sub-categories of the parent topic or category.
These sub-topics are represented as Child-Nodes in the
Child-HKT. A tree can have one or more Child-HKTs, each
must be linked to one parent node either a Seed-Node or a
Child-Node”.
Definition 7 (Refuge-Node): “is a container that encapsu-

lates documents (tweets) that are in the corpus but none of

their words appear in their Sibling-Nodes. These documents
(tweets) cannot form a topic or category similar to the strength
of their Sibling-Nodes. Any HKT container can have at most
one Refuge-Node”.
Definition 8 (Refuge-HKT): “is a container that highlights

other important words in the related documents (tweets) in a
corpus that belong to particular sub-topics or sub-categories
of the parent’s topic or category. These topics are represented
as Child-Nodes in the Refuge-HKT. A tree can have one
or more Refuge-HKTs, each must be linked to one Refuge-
Node”.
Definition 9 (Orphan-Node): “is a container that encapsu-

lates one or more words and the documents (tweets) they
appear in. This node is located in a Refuge-HKT where its
parent is a Refuge-Node, and none of its ancestors is a Child-
Node or a Seed-Node”.
Definition 10 (Path): “is any node sequence from a start-

ing node to any of its descendants Child-HKT or any specific
descendants Child-Node in the tree along the parent-child
connections. It should contain at least one node. The path
represents a link between the topics and their sub-topics”.

VI. DYNAMIC CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS (CA) APPROACH
CHALLENGES
The original CA approach builds a tree-like structure for
the provided dataset, in a one-go procedure, to capture the
relationship between words based on their appearance in
the same context. However, the two questions that arise
in the context of the dynamic nature of the event detection
task are:
Q1: When should the created tree update itself?

To cope with the nature of the real-time event detection,
careful attention should be devoted in order to guide
when the update process should be conducted, i.e.
should it be in an incremental basis for any incoming
post individually? Or in a batch basis whenever there is
a necessity for the change?

Q2: How can the tree update itself?
Up to now, there have been no attempts to describe how
the trained CA incorporates the new incoming sources
and their words into its created structure.

To answer the above questions, i.e. Q1 and Q2, one should
consider the problems (related to the violation of the CA
rules and assumptions) that can occur if the tree updates
itself in an incremental or batch bases. Suppose that a new
post presents to the trained tree. Incorporating this source
into the tree will require finding the possible paths that the
source’s words can take through the tree. This is equivalent to
searching through the tree to discover if there is any source in
the training dataset similar, to some extent, to the new source.
Taking into consideration the CA rules and assumptions, the
question that may arise in this regard is: what are the required
changes in the structure of the tree if the new source is to be
incorporated?

Let’s assume that there is an exact path found in the tree for
the new post (i.e. there is at least one exactly matching source
in the training dataset). Incorporating this post in the tree may
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FIGURE 1. The contextual analysis (SECA)’s algorithm flowchart.

require adding it to the nodes in the matching path. This will
increase the number of sources for the words in the node.
According to the CA algorithm, all words in a certain HKT
container should contain words of similar strength, which
is governed by a threshold. Thus, increasing the number
of sources for a word can affect the structure of the HKT
container. This change, for instance, can boost the strength
of the most prominent word in the container. Also, this can
enhance the chance of other words in this level being the most
prominent words. As a result, all words in this level should
be checked against their eligibility, governed by the specified
threshold (i.e.α and β), to be encapsulated in the current HKT
container.

The CA algorithm creates its objects, i.e. HKT containers
and nodes, based on the principle of aggregation over sources
and their words. Changing these objects for every incoming
post in real-time can be very expensive and very hard to
achieve. This study focuses on developing a transparent
approach that can detect emerging events. The various
decisions that must be considered in order to incorporate
every incoming post can lead to a less transparent approach.
Whilst an individual data source can be important, the
strength of the CA approach is in the aggregation of data
sources, and therefore perhaps the focus should instead be on
aggregating a number of sources together in order to decide
whether any identified change is significant. Therefore,
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FIGURE 2. The contextual analysis (CA) components. Two main types of containers are shown: HKT containers and
Nodes [5].

unnecessarily updating the tree for every incoming post can
be less effective for the problem in hand.

To map the requirements of this study with the potential
capabilities of the CA, a flexible approach needs to be
proposed. It is hypothesised that this goal can be achieved
if the tree updates itself on a batch basis, rather than an
incremental, and whenever there is a necessity to do so. It is
suggested that the changes in the tree should not be rigorously
enforced, i.e., a change should not be performed for every
incoming post. The question that arises in the context of this
study, however, is what should trigger the need of change?
What are the various aspects that should be considered for
any change?

As mentioned above, the underlying assumption is that the
words in a certain HKT container indicate the main topics (if
they are located in Seed-HKT or Orphan-HKT) or sub-topics
(if they are located in Child-HKT) in the training dataset.
It is believed that for any new dataset, it is important to know
whether these words still represent the data. In other words,
with the new set of posts, do the words in the Seed-Nodes,
for example, still highlight the main topics? Are there any
emerging topics or sub-topics in the dataset that should be
identified? Do the words that are encapsulated in a node,
to represent any topic or sub-topic, still co-exist with each
other (found in a similar set of sources)? Are there any
emerging words for any topic or any new topics?

From all the above, in order to develop an approach that can
efficiently answer all these questions, the following assump-
tions are made, and which all stem from the overarching
hypothesis that new sets of data should demonstrate similar
topics (at similar proportions) using similar words as the
original dataset from which the HKT was constructed:

• The frequency at which a word is expected in a new
batch of data can be predicted by the HKT container,
both in terms of main topics, and also in terms of

being in context with other words. These frequencies
can be compared and used to highlight where in the tree
changes could be required.

• The update on the tree should only affect the outdated
objects whenever required. Starting from the top HKT
container, one should examine if this object still
represents the new dataset. This can be achieved by
analyzing its underlying nodes, by which the HKT
container should be reconstructed if their nodes do not
effectively represent the data. Similarly, the checking
process should be undertaken for each Child-HKT of
every parent’s Node.

• A Node does not represent the dataset if:
– The strength of the node in an updated HKT

container has changed significantly compared to its
strength from the initial construction of the tree.

– The unity of the words in the node changes
significantly.

VII. SELF-EVOLVING CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS (SECA)
The SECA approach is based on original Contextual Analysis
(CA) principles [6]. However, differently from the standard
CA method, the constructed tree evolves by modifying its
HKT containers for any incoming new batch, and when there
is a need to do so. The tree scans every HKT container
and automatically determines whether a change is required
for any individual object. Thus, it can be said that the tree
continually adapts itself to represent the new input data, but
more importantly, it can also describe what changes are being
made in an automatedmanner and, in doing so, retains the key
requirement of a transparent, explainable algorithm.

A. SECA ALGORITHM
This subsection describes the main steps of the proposed
approach, i.e. SECA algorithm, which can be summarised as
follows (see Figure 3):
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FIGURE 3. The self-evolving contextual analysis (SECA)’s algorithm
flowchart.

Step 1:Construct the baseline tree. In this step, the base-
line tree is constructed according to the standard
CA algorithm that is presented in the original
work [5], [47].

Step 2:Set the current scope to be the Seed-HKT.
Step 3:Map new sources to the targeted HKT container.

Here, new data are presented in the tree. This
process aims to determine the matching context
paths for every source, according to the words they
contain. A source ismapped to nodes that carry their
words and represent the context. This procedure
must follow the rules governing the construction
of the original tree, in which a source can be
found in more than one node of the HKT container,
except for its Refuge-Node. Note: If the targeted
HKT container is the Seed-HKT, then the mapping
process uses all the sources in the batch; otherwise,
the sources adopted by the parent node are utilized.

Step 4:Determine the significance level of the change of
the current scope.
(Detailed description of this process can be found
in the following section, i.e. VII-B)

Step 5:If there is a significant change, reconstruct the
targeted HKT container and its Child-HKTs, oth-
erwise, for every Child-HKTs container of the
current HKT node, do steps 3, 4 and 5 recursively.
If one of the errors (i.e. Word-Importance-Error,
Alpha-Error, or Beta-Error) exceeds the specified
threshold, reconstruct the targeted HKT container
and its child-HKTs.

Step 6:For any new batch of data, repeat the steps
from 2 to 5.

B. MEASURING THE SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL OF THE
CHANGE IN AN HKT CONTAINER
The structure of any constructed tree and the positions of
the words in the HKT container and its nodes are controlled
by two important equations (equation (2) and (3)). Note: in
this paper Sources(x) denote a set of sources of a word or
a node, more formally {s1, s2, . . . ., sn} ∈ Sources(x), and
CountSources refer to a function that counts the number of
sources in a set (see equation (1)).

CountSources(S) =

n∑
i=1

si (1)

where n is the number of sources in the set S.
Equation (2) is used to position words at the appropriate

level in the tree, whereas equation (3) determines which
words should be encapsulated in a single node.

CountSources(Sources(w))
CountSources(Sources(p))

≥ α,

∀w ∈ HKTLevelWords (2)

where p is the most prominent word, HKTLevelWords is the
list of words, in the targeted HKT container, and α is a
user-defined parameter, usually 0.7 (based on our empirical
observations).

CountSources(Sources(w) ∩ Sources(z))
CountSources(Sources(z))

≥ β,

∀w ∈ NodeWords (3)

where NodeWords is the list of words, in the targeted Node z,
and β is a user-defined parameter, usually 0.5 (based on our
empirical observations).

It is apparent from the two equations that five important
factors are directly responsible for the rules describing every
HKT container in a tree. These factors are the number
of sources for each word, the number of sources for the
prominent word in an HKT container, the number of sources
for a node, the α threshold, and the β threshold. It is
hypothesized that these elements can be examined to detect
any violation of the HKT container rules after the mapping
process in Step 3.
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Based on the above, three metrics are proposed to measure
the degree of change in any HKT container: Alpha-Error,
Beta-Error, and Word-Importance-Error (WI-Error). Alpha-
Error is designed to determine whether there is a change in the
logic that controls how the words appear in anHKT container,
which places the words with similar strength (according to
the number of sources they appear in) in the same container.
In other words, it captures if a topic is not being discussed at a
similar level or if there is a change in the strength of the words
representing the topic. Beta-Error aims to identify the change
in the logic that controls how the words appear in a node
inside the HKT container. This can enable the identification
when the representing words of a topic do not co-exist in a
similar set of sources. The Word-Importance-Error seeks to
detect if there are new words (a new word in this context
denotes that the word did not exist in the HKT container in
the baseline tree) in an HKT container. This can help identify
the presence of new words to describe either an existing or
new topic at that level.

Therefore, starting from the Seed-HKT (top-down), these
three values are computed for each HKT container.

Note: Notions state0 and state1 represent HKT before and
after the presence of a new batch, respectively.

1) ALPHA-ERROR
This error is intended to measure whether there is any
violation of the targeted HKT container adoption rule. Every
word should be checked for its eligibility to exist at the current
level. Looping through all old words (i.e. words found in
state0) in the container, the deviation from the α threshold
is measured.

Suppose that the strength of a word in the targeted HKT
container in state0 can be calculated using the following
formula:

Strength0(w) =
CountSources(Sources(w))
CountSources(Sources(p))

,

w ∈ HKTLevelWords (4)

where p is the most prominent word and HKTLevelWords is
the list of words in state0, in the targeted HKT container.

Also, suppose that the strength of the word in the targeted
HKT container in state1 can be calculated using the following
formula:

Strength1(w) =
CountSources(Sources(w))
CountSources(Sources(q))

,

w ∈ HKTLevelWords (5)

where q is the newmost prominent word andHKTLevelWords
is the list of words in state1, in the targeted HKT container.
It is important to note that the prominent word can change
after the mapping process.

Therefore, the AlphaError can be calculated using the
following formula:

AlphaError =

∑n
i=1 |α − Strength1(wordi)|

n
⇐⇒ Strength1(wordi) < α (6)

where n denotes the number of words in the targeted HKT
container in state0. Although there is a chance that the
strength of anywordmay differ considerably between the two
states, violation of the alpha rule is the main interest here.

2) BETA-ERROR
To measure the eligibility of words in a node, every word
should be examined according to the rules of that node. This
can be accomplished by measuring the deviation from the β

threshold between state0 and state1.
Suppose that the eligibility of a word in a node inside the

targeted HKT container in state0 can be calculated using the
following formula:

Elig0(w) =
CountSources(Sources(w) ∩ Sources(z))

CountSources(Sources(z))
,

w ∈ NodeWords (7)

where NodeWords is the list of words, in the targeted Node z
in state0.

In addition, suppose that the eligibility of a word in a node
inside the targeted HKT container in state1 can be calculated
using the following formula:

Elig1(w) =
CountSources(Sources(w) ∩ Sources(z))

CountSources(Sources(z))
,

w ∈ NodeWords (8)

where NodeWords is the list of words, in the targeted Node z
in state1.

Therefore, the BetaError can be calculated using the
following formula:

BetaError =

∑n
i=1 |β − Elig1(wordi)|

n
⇐⇒ Elig1(wordi) < β (9)

where n is the number of words in the targeted HKT container
in state0. The violation of the Beta rule is the main interest
here.

3) WORD-IMPORTANCE-ERROR
After the mapping phase, any HKT container may adopt
new words from the dataset. To measure this change, Word-
Importance-Error metric is proposed.

Suppose that the importance of a word in the targeted
HKT container in state0 can be calculated using the following
formula:

Importance0(w) =
CountSources(Sources(w))∑n

i=1 CountSources(Sources(wordi))
(10)

where n denotes the number of words in the targeted HKT
container in state0.

In addition, suppose that the importance of a word in the
targeted HKT container in state1 can be calculated using the
following formula:

Importance1(w) =
CountSources(Sources(w))∑m

i=1 CountSources(Sources(wordi))
(11)
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where m denotes the number of words in the targeted HKT
container in state1 (i.e. old and expected words after the
original mapping of the training data).

Therefore, the Word-Importance-Error can be calculated
using the following formula:

WordImportanceError = 1 −

n∑
i=1

Importance1(wordi)

(12)

where n denotes the number of words in the targeted HKT
container in state0.
Note: although equation (4), (7) and (10) are not used to

measure the proposed three errors (i.e. Alpha-Error, Beta-
Error, and Word-Importance-Error), they are presented to
indicate the values of the different measures (i.e. strength,
eligibility and importance) in state0.

C. SECA-LIGHT
The above algorithm is designed to detect changes in the
constructed tree in an accumulative manner, i.e. all sources
are stored in memory to capture the significance of the
changes between state0 and state1. Although this can be
useful in some applications, such as the need to identify
the main changes in word relationships in the presented
sources since the first incoming batch, however, this can be
very difficult to achieve in environments where the sources
continuously arrive at a rapid rate and are characterized
by a very large volume. The time and space required for
SECA are expected to increase significantly. To overcome
this challenge, we present a lighter version of the proposed
approach referred to as SECA-Light.

We modified the algorithm by adding one more step
after processing each incoming batch, i.e. after Step 5 in
Section VII-A. All outdated sources will be discarded from
memory. Here, we define the outdated sources as the samples
that arrive before the batch number θ − γ , where θ is the
current batch, and γ is the specified number of batches to
keep in memory. However, the process otherwise remains
the same meaning that the generated tree’s details, such as
HKTs and Nodes’ contents, are stored in the disk for further
analysis.

D. CLUSTERING APPROACHES USING CONTEXTUAL TREE
Sources such as microblogging posts frequently develop
clusters of actual events [48]. In this study, we aim to
demonstrate the capability of the proposed approach, i.e.
SECA, for detecting events. One way to accomplish this is to
demonstrate its ability to group similar sources into coherent
clusters.

We empirically investigated the generated HKT containers
and nodes for various input datasets to qualitatively assess
the quality of nodes’ clusters. We observed that the generated
trees might promote some generic words in the Seed-HKT or
Orphan-HKTs, which may not represent real stories. To give
an example, we found the word ‘‘news’’ appeared in the

upper-level containers because it was presented in many
sources that discussed different events in subsequent time
frames. Although the event’s related words were still captured
in one of the descendants’ nodes of the generic word and other
Orphan-Nodes, onemight argue that event detection solutions
should limit the occurrence of these words. On the other hand,
highlighting these words can provide insights into current
discourse. For instance, it may reveal some details about
the most important topics in the news. It should be noted
that this capability has not been given sufficient attention in
previous studies on the event detection task, in which the
quality of generated clusters is assessed based on high-level
output and ignores the hierarchical level of the details. That
said, to provide solutions to satisfy the different requirements
of the problem based on the generated tree, two different
clustering methods (direct and indirect) are proposed and
described in detail below. The direct approach is proposed
to offer the full details of word relationships generated by the
tree, which can provide a deep insight into the information
for the event detection task. The indirect approach, however,
is intended to shed light on the most important branches in the
tree in order to capture the most significant topics. The main
focus here is to enable quick navigation of key concepts that
can be helpful in applications that require urgent action.

1) DIRECT APPROACH
We consider the nodes that appear in the Seed-Nodes and the
Orphan-Nodes to be the generated clusters of the presented
sources. Therefore, any source used to construct a node is
deemed a cluster member.

2) INDIRECT APPROACH
Here, the constructed tree is used to generate proxies for
clusters of potential events. These event descriptors are then
used to cluster the sources. The following steps highlight this
approach:

Step 1:After generating the contextual tree, every Seed-
Node and Orphan-Node forms a potential cluster
which is represented by a list of its words and their
contextual value. This figure is computed based
on node strength in the context of its root node
(i.e. Seed-Node or Orphan-Node), as follows:

ContextualValue(w)

=
CountSources(Sources(nx))
CountSources(Sources(nRoot ))

,

w ∈ NodeWords (13)

whereNodeWords is the list of words in the targeted
Node nx and nRoot is its parent Seed-Node or
Orphan-Node.

Step 2:To limit the fragmentation of clusters, any two
potential clusters that share at least one of their top
words are merged (governed by a threshold).

Step 3:Then, the clusters’ descriptors, i.e. their words and
contextual value, are used as proxies to measure
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how close each source is to every potential cluster.

Proximity(cluster, source)

=

n∑
i=1

ContextualValue((wi)),

∀w ∈ SourceWords ∧ w ∈ ClusterWords (14)

where SourceWords is the list of words in the source
source and ClusterWords is the list of words in the
potential cluster cluster .

Step 4:This is followed by mapping each source to one
cluster with the highest proximity value.

Note that in this approach a cluster can be linked to at least
one Seed-Node or Orphan-Node in the contextual tree.

VIII. EXPERIMENTS
A. EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT
All codes for the experiments were developed using C#,
Python, and Structured Query Language (SQL) programming
languages. For details regarding the hardware and software
configurations, see Table 1.

TABLE 1. Hardware and software configurations.

B. EXPERIMENT DATASET
For the experiments in this paper, we used two datasets:

• Tweets [49]: It comprises of 30,322 tweets from TREC
2011-2015 microblog track, annotated into 269 cate-
gories. The average word count length of the tweets is
7.97.

• News [50]: It consists of 11,109 news titles, labeled with
152 categories. The average word count length of titles
is 6.23.

The rationale behind selecting these datasets is related
to their extensive usage in relevant literature, and their
representation of real-world scenarios.

The work in [48] published a preprocessed version of the
short texts from these datasets, available at [51]. We further
generated eight different experimental themes, the details of
which are listed in Table 2 and Fig. 4.
These setups are based on considering event detection as

a cluster evolution monitoring problem in social streams,
in which birth, death, growth, decay, merge and split are

examples of common evolution patterns [52]. Themes A to
F were carefully curated to highlight some of the possible
evolutionary scenarios of events over a period of time, based
on the ratio of their sources (see equation (15)). This reflects
different real-world scenarios that could be encountered
during an event, and the data needs to be curated in this
manner in order to be able to assess howwell (or not) the types
of frequency changes in an event can be identified. Without
the manipulation of the data in this way, it would be more
difficult to understand howwell the algorithm performs under
different event scenarios that are changing in time. We do
not believe that a dataset of this type has previously been
presented for analysis for dynamic topic detection.

For example, in Theme D, there are two different groups
of events, with each group consisting of three events. While
the events in Group 1 evolve to a peak at Cycle 6, Group
2 events show the opposite trend. Then, both groups change
their development manner to have an equal number of
sources in cycle 12. In contrast, for Themes G and H,
we used the published dataset with their natural evolutionary
development.

SourceRatio(e) =
AccuSourcesofEvent(e)

AccuSources
(15)

where AccuSourcesofEvent is the accumulative number of
sources of an event e from the first cycle (batch) to the
current one, andAccuSources is the total number of presented
sources for the same interval.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no ground-truth
dataset that can offer a hierarchical representation of topics
and their sub-topics in the context of event detection. This
limits our ability to quantitatively assess the performance of
SECA and the baseline methods in capturing not only the
main topics but also the hierarchical level of details.

C. EXPERIMENT DETAILS
1) TEXT PRE-PROCESSING
We used the pre-processed datasets published in [48].
We tokenized the text based only on the white space between
any set of characters.

2) SECA IMPLEMENTATION
To implement the proposed SECA algorithm, a new software
has been developed using C#, see Figure 5. The software
primarily comprises three main engines: Crawler Engine,
Source Cleaner Engine, and SECA Engine. Each of these
engines is responsible for specific tasks. While the Crawler
Engine primarily handles fetching raw data (e.g., tweets)
from sources’ providers, the Source Cleaner is responsible
for the preprocessing phase and preparing the dataset for
the SECA algorithm. The SECA Engine is designed for
implementing the SECA algorithm with two main functions:
building a tree and updating it when there is a need to
do so. The software features two main dashboards: the
Software Portal Dashboard and the Analyzer Dashboard.
The Software Portal Dashboard facilitates access to all three
engines, providing centralized access for interaction with the
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FIGURE 4. Summary of the dataset setup. A total of 72 sub-datasets, 12 cycles for each Theme A to F,
were manually curated using TREC 2011-2015 microblog track. Each group comprised three events
that consisted of a similar number of tweets. Details of each Theme setting are described in Table 2.
Note: the x-axis indicates the cycle number (batch number) used to represent incoming batches over
time.

TABLE 2. Dataset setup for Themes A-H. There were eight primary
datasets, each of which was divided into 12 cycles to form its
sub-datasets (in total, 96 sub-datasets were generated). Themes A-F were
manually designed, using the Tweets dataset, with different settings over
time, see Fig. 4. The datasets were designed to investigate different ratios
of source counts against each other - for example Theme B has two
groups, with group 1 having a high number of sources in the first time
step, and the second not existing. Then over time the first group reduces
in number, and the second increases in number until they reach the same
level. Variations of ratios over time between groups are examined in the
different themes. For Themes G and H, no changes were made to the
datasets, i.e. News and Tweets, except for truncating them to create an
equal number of sources in each cycle (batch).

software’s various engines. The Analyzer Dashboard offers
comprehensive presentations of the generated trees. This
includes detailed information about the structure of these

trees, as well as the reasoning behind any decisions for
modifications.

3) BASELINE METHODS
To test the efficacy of the proposed methods (SECA and
SECA-Light), three well-known baseline methods were
selected: KMeans, NonnegativeMatrix Factorization (NMF),
and MStream, with the implementations found in [53] for the
first two methods1,2 and in [51] for MStream.

a: KMEANS
KMeans algorithm is one of the most frequently used
clustering methods [54]. It divides a dataset into (K)
distinct clusters (C). The number of clusters (K) must be
predetermined and a proper distance function, such as the
Euclidean distance, must be chosen. Minimizing the sum of
squared distances across all clusters is the traditional KMeans
objective. The key steps of this algorithm are as follows:

1) Initialise cluster centres.
2) Assign data points (N) to the closest cluster center.
3) Recompute all cluster centers as the mean of assigned

data points.
4) Repeat 2 and 3, (I) number of times.
The first step in the algorithm determines the initial

clusters. However, this task can be difficult in practice,
because random cluster selection can produce varied clus-
tering results. Various methods can be used to improve the
initialization process, such as the KMeans++ algorithm
suggested by the work in [55].

1https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/
sklearn.cluster.KMeans.html

2https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/
sklearn.decomposition.NMF.html
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FIGURE 5. SECA software structure. The software is primarily composed of three main engines: Crawler
Engine, Source Cleaner Engine, and SECA Engine.

b: NONNEGATIVE MATRIX FACTORIZATION (NMF)
Another well-known method that has been widely used for
topic modeling is Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
[56]. It aims to decompose a non-negative matrix into two
(approximated) lower-dimensional non-negative matrices.
For a given matrix H ∈ Rm×n, it computes an approximate
factorization such that

H ≈ UV (16)

where U ∈ Rm×k and V ∈ Rk×n are two factors with the
following optimization problem [57]:

MinU ,V

∥∥∥H − UV T
∥∥∥2
F

(17)

NMF receives a document-term matrix to find document-
topic and topic-term matrices. The number of k latent topics
is assigned to the algorithm.

c: MODEL-BASED SHORT TEXT STREAM CLUSTERING
(MSTREAM)
MStream is a short-text clustering algorithm that was pro-
posed in [48]. It uses the Dirichlet Process to automatically
generate a number of clusters in the presented documents.
The authors proposed an improved version of the algorithm,
called MStreamF, with forgetting rules to discard outdated
documents. Each cluster is represented by a list of word
frequencies, a number of documents, and a number of words.

4) EXPERIMENT SETTING
For the proposed SECA, we set α=0.7, β=0.5, AlphaError
= 0.1, BetaError=0.2 andWordImportanceError = 0.3. For
KMeans, NMF, and MStream, the default hyperparameters
were adopted. We set the number of topics for KMeans
and NMF to 6 for Themes A-F, 170 for Theme G, and
270 for Theme H. However, SECA and MtStream do not
require specifying the number of topics; instead, they detect
topics automatically. In addition, KMeans and NMF are
retrospective approaches that cannot be directly applied to
online event detection. We solved this problem by retraining
the models from scratch using feeds from the first batch to
the current batch.

D. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Four experiments were designed to examine the capability of
the proposed approach to detect events. The details of these
are described in the following subsections.

1) EVENT CLUSTERING ALGORITHM EFFECTIVENESS -
EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
a: EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
To evaluate the quality of the generated events’ clusters by
SECA and the baseline methods, three metrics were used,
namely, purity, normalized mutual information (NMI), and
BCubed f1 (see equation (18), (19) and (25)).
Purity: By labeling each produced cluster by the dominant

category (i.e. the most common category in the encapsulated
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tweets), the quality is scored as follows:

Purity(W ,C) =
1
N

K∑
k=1

max
j

|wk ∩ cj| (18)

where W is the set of clusters, C is the set of categories,
wk: the set of tweets in the category k (i.e. according to the
annotated label), cj: the set of tweets in the cluster j and N is
the number of tweets in the dataset.

NMI: To compute the tweets’ clusters quality using NMI,
the following formula is used:

NMI =
2I (W ;C)

H (W ) + H (C)
(19)

where I(W;C) is the mutual information between W and
C (see equation (20)), H(W) is the average entropy of the
categories (see equation (21)) andH(C) is the average entropy
of the clusters(see equation(22)).

I (W ,C) =

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

|wk ∩ cj|
N

log
N |wk ∩ cj|
|wk ||cj|

(20)

H (W ) = −

K∑
k=1

|wk |
N

log
|wk |
N

(21)

H (C) = −

J∑
j=1

|cj|
N

log
|cj|
N

(22)

BCubed f1: The BCubed f1 of any tweet in the dataset
is the average BCubed precision and BCubed recall (see
equation (27), (26), (25)). The BCubed precision for a tweet
captures the number of tweets in the cluster that have the same
category according to the annotated label. The BCubed recall
measures the number of tweets in the same category found
in the cluster. The overall f1 BCubed is the average f1 of all
tweets in the dataset.

BCubedPrecision =
TruePositive

TruePositive+ FalsePositive
(23)

BCubedRecall =
TruePositive

TruePositive+ FalseNegative
(24)

BCubedf 1 = 2 ×
Precision× Recall
Precision+ Recall

(25)

Each algorithm was fed with Themes A to H sub-datasets
according to the setup shown in Table 2.

b: RESULTS
All the results on the Themes A-H datasets are shown
in Table 3 (with the best and worst results for each
Theme highlighted in the table). On Themes A-F datasets,
SECA variants achieved the highest performance across
all three metrics: NMI (>92%), f1-BCubed (>89%), and
purity (>99.5%). KMeans and NMF exhibited relatively
high performance. MStream has the lowest performance for
NMI and f1-BCubed, with scores consistently below 74%;
however, it achieved competitive performance on purity. For
Theme G, the best NMI (88.95%) and f1Bcubed (66.81%)

scores were obtained by MStream, whereas the lowest
values across all three metrics were recorded for KMeans.
Both SECA-Light Indirect and MStream showed superiority
over Theme H, with slight improvements by the former.
Overall, the SECA variants acquired the best results in most
experiments.

TABLE 3. Performance comparison between the four methods (KMeans,
MStream, NMF, and SECA) on the eight subdatasets (Themes A-H)(see
Table 2). For SECA, we present the results of direct and indirect clustering
approaches for its two versions: complete and light. Average NMI,
BCubed f1 and Puirty scores are shown. The best results are highlighted
in green and the worst in red.

2) EVENT COVERAGE - EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
a: EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
To evaluate the capability of the methods to detect events,
based on the annotated dataset, we measured the recall value
(the proportion of events in the ground truth that are detected
by the system), see equation (26). An event is detected if
60% of a cluster’s sources are about a single event. Choosing
the recall value, rather than the precision (see equation (27)),
is due to the possibility that more events can be detected
by the algorithms that are not captured in the ground truth
datasets.

Recall

=
#DetectedEvents

#DetectedEvents+ #UnDetectedEvents
(26)
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Precision

=
#DetectedEvents

#DetectedEvents+ #WronglyDetectedEvents
(27)

Here, the algorithms received Themes G and H sub-
datasets. We selected these two datasets because they
represent real-world scenarios.

b: RESULTS
The results of this experiment are presented in Fig.6. Overall,
the figure shows that the seven algorithms achieved varying
levels of performance for the two Themes. While NMF
achieved the highest performance on Theme G, the indirect
versions of SECA obtained the best results on Theme H.
The recall values of MStream and SECA have improved
on Theme H, with an average increase of 0.14 and 0.17,
respectively. On average, for all batches in both Themes
setups, NMF performed the best; however, the difference is
not significant when it is compared to SECA and SECA-Light
indirect approaches (p>0.05, paired t-test).

FIGURE 6. Performance comparison between seven methods (KMeans,
MStream, NMF, SECA Direct, SECA Indirect, SECA-Light Direct, and
SECA-Light Indirect) on Themes G and H sub-datasets. The recall scores
are presented.

3) CARBON FOOTPRINT ASSESSMENT
a: EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Recently, researchers have proposed various tools to quantify
environmental costs during the computational tasks of

learning algorithms. We used a tool called CodeCarbon,
available in [42].

CodeCarbon is an open-source package that estimates the
CO2eq in kilograms using the following equations [42]:

CO2eq = CarbonIntensity× PowerUsage (28)

where CarbonIntensity and PowerUsage are the consumed
electricity (in kgCO2/kWh) and power (in kWh), respectively,
for computation.

The carbon intensity is calculated using a combination of
energy sources, including fossil fuels (such as natural gas)
and renewables (such as solar). To estimate, one of three
different methods are adopted:

• by using available carbon intensity of electricity per
cloud provider or per country. For example, the carbon
intensity recorded for the United Kingdom in 2020 was
209 gCO2/kWh.

• or, by computing intensities using predefined values per
energy source (e.g Petroleum= 816 kg/MWh, Wind=
26 kg/MWh) and their proportional usage, according to
the following equation:

NetCarbonIntensity

=

AllEnergySources∑
CarbonIntensitySource

× PercentageSource (29)

• or, a world average value is considered
When activating the emissions monitoring system, the

power supply for the hardware is frequently observed at
regular intervals, with a default duration of 15 seconds.

To estimate the carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2eq) emis-
sions of the six approaches, each algorithm was fed with the
Theme H dataset (see Table 2) in 12 different batches, and
the cumulative amount of emitted CO2eq during the task was
recorded.

b: RESULTS
The results of the Carbon Footprint assessments are presented
in Table 4. As shown in the table, SECA-Light contributed
the lowest emissions among the other algorithms. MStream
and SECA emitted almost similar amounts of CO2eq, 1.56
and 1.69 grams respectively. Yet, these amounts were cut
down by 0.65 and 1.09 grams in their more efficient version,
i.e MStreamF, and SECA-Light respectively. KMeans is the
most carbon-intensive algorithm.

4) TRANSPARENCY ASSESSMENT
a: EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
For transparency assessment, we used an approach similar to
that adopted in our previous studies [5], and [46]. Based on
the efforts made in [44], the transparency of the methods was
evaluated using the following questions [58]:

• Q1: “Is the entire model simple enough to be fully
understood by a user?”

• Q2: “Is each part of the model (each input, parameter,
and calculation) intuitively explainable?”
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TABLE 4. Results of emissions released by six methods (i.e. KMeans,
MStream, MStreamF, NMF, SECA, and SECA-Light) during the training
tasks. Each method is fed with Theme H dataset (See Table 2). The
accumulative results are shown.

• Q3: “Is the algorithm deterministic (non-stochastic)
without using any random numbers?”

In [5], we further introduced two other requirements that
are related to the interpretability of the results and the
question of the data being asked, and whether the algorithms
are capable of directly answering them, such as:

• “What words are important for a topic?”
• “What is the relationship between the words that are
important for a topic?”

In other words, the algorithms are further assessed in
their ability to answer these two questions, Q4 and Q5,
with a binary output of yes or no. The targeted audience of
these questions is non-technical users, and the sample size is
limited to 10 short texts.

b: RESULTS
KMeans, NMF, andMStream require some technical capabil-
ities to understand their internal mechanisms; mathematical
and statistical skills are required to comprehend the different
parts involved in their process. In addition, they are non-
deterministic, each of which may generate different outputs
for the same data feed. Therefore, the answer to the first
binary assessments (Q1, Q2 and Q3) is negative. By contrast,
SECA is considered a transparent approach due to its nature.
A non-technical user can follow the development process of
a tree, in order to create the HKTs and the nodes. Moreover,
it can offer clear justifications for the algorithmic decisions
during the tree’s restructuring process, i.e. where and why has
a change been made?

For Q4, the four methods can generate the top words for the
detected topic. To give an example, we manually explored the
top ten words related to “Kanye West” (an American rapper,
producer, and songwriter) after feeding the MStream by the
first three batches from Theme G. The words “Kanye” and
“West” appeared on three different topics:

• Topic A: “west” (0.96), “Kardashians” (0.92), “Kar-
dashian” (0.33), “verdict” (0.26), “partner” (0.24),
“preach” (0.18), “low” (0.13), “exclusive” (0.11),
“release” (0.009) and “square” (0.009).

• Topic B: “west” (0.068), “spoof” (0.058), “rogen”
(0.057), “james” (0.057), “parody” (0.057), “kar-
dashian” (0.56), “kardashians” (0.052), “franco”
(0.052), “verdict” (0.044) and “kim” (0.0386).

• Topic C: “urban” (0.047), “kanye” (0.047), “law-
son” (0.0389), “alleged” (0.0389), “revealed” (0.0195),
“refused” (0.0195), “sp” (0.0195), “lock” (0.0195),
“hair” (0.0078), “advancing” (0.0078) and “ahead”
(0.0078).

On the other hand, SECA has advantages in capturing the
relationships among words. Since it captures a hierarchal
relationship of the words and their sources, it reveals the
words that appear in the context of the other words, as a
parent-child relationship. This provides more information on
each topic. For instance, using the same input in the above
example, SECA decided that the two words, “kanye” and
“west”, should be encapsulated in one node to represent a
certain concept (see Fig. 7). Moreover, three “important”
separate sub-topics in the context of the main topic were
discovered, such as: “kim Kardashian”, “seth franco rogen”
and “nike”. This is in contrast to the other approaches
described above that simply return lists of words and so do
not capture this additional information. Also, “day parade”,
“black Friday”, “storm travel” and “Hanukkah” are the most
important sub-topics under “thanksgiving”. More granular
details can be obtained by traversing the branches of each
node in the tree in an intuitive fashion. Thus, SECA is the
only method among the others that can positively answer Q5.

To support users’ trust and understandability of the algo-
rithmic outputs, SECA provides other information related to
the decisions made during its incremental learning process.
At any point in time during the process, SECA can answer
two other questions: What are the changing topics and sub-
topics? Why and how have these topics, and changes, been
identified and generated? To give an illustration, Fig. 9
shows the affected HKT container when a change has been
identified in the Child-HKT of the node “nokia lumia”
in Cycle 3. The changes occurred due to the trigger of
the WordImportance error, which exceeded the specified
threshold of 0.3. The words “lunch” and “tablet” became
more important concepts in the context of “nokia lumia”, with
similar strength to “window phone”. This type of justification
can also be provided for the other two errors when they
exceed thresholds.

IX. CASE STUDY - GOAL OR PENALTY: DETECTING KEY
EVENTS IN FIFA WORLD CUP QATAR 2022 FINAL MATCH
(ARGENTINA VS FRANCE)
This section presents a practical application of the Self-
Evolving Contextual Analysis (SECA) method within a
specific scenario. The technique is employed to examine
Twitter data collected during the FIFAWorld Cup 2022 Final
Match, with the objective of identifying key events. The
primary goal is to demonstrate the value of the SECAmethod
in real-world situations.

The FIFA World Cup 2022 was the first football World
Cup tournament held in the Middle East from November
21 to December 18, 2022. The competition was hosted across
five cities in Qatar, with 32 participating teams from around
the world. It was concluded at the Lusail Stadium in Doha,
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FIGURE 7. Tree representation of four levels for the topics and subtopics after feeding SECA with three batches from Theme G. The symbol “+”
denotes the tree’s root. “star”, “xbox”, “thanksgiving”, “black” and “kanye west” are the Seed-Nodes that belong to particular topics. The symbol
“<>” denotes a Refuge-Node. The nodes “nokia lumia”, “deal”, “net” are examples for Orphan-Nodes, that can also represent a seed for a particular
topic but not as significant as the topics in the Seed-Nodes. There are two direct subtopics, “kim kardashian” and “bound seth video rogen parody”
under the Seed-Node “kanye west”. Note: this presentation was built using a source code available at https://vizhub.com/curran/.

where the final match was hosted between Argentina and
France, and ended with Argentina’s victory. The final match
presents a good case study for applying the SECA approach
for real-time tweet analysis, as it offers a huge amount of data
generated by fans during a globally significant event.

A. DATA COLLECTION AND PRE-PROCESSING
Data were directly collected from the Twitter Application
Programming Interface (API) during the event. Around
2.3 million tweets were downloaded over a period of three
hours, starting from 15:00 GMT to 17:57 GMT on December

18, 2022. Tweets that only contain one of the terms:
“Lionel”, “#ARGFRA”, “#WorldCupFinal”, “#FRAARG”,
“#Mbappe”, “#LionelMessi”, “#Messi”, “#LeoMessi”,
“#ArgentinavsFrance”, “#FranceVsArgentina”, “Argentina”,
“France”, “#FIFAWorldCupFinal”, were fetched. Moreover,
a straightforward spam-filtering method was employed,
relying on a list of spam words. This list was compiled
through a manual examination of posts collected during
earlier matches of the tournament. For example, tweets that
contain words, such as “livestream”, “streaming”, “live”,
etc. were filtered. Additionally, retweets and non-English
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FIGURE 8. Example of the change on the Child-HKT of the node “nokia lumia” after mapping new sources
to the node in cycle 3. The main sub-topic under “nokia lumia” of “window” and “phone” remains but
further eligible words, i.e. “launch” and “tablet”, were identified as having received more sources and so
should be promoted to this level in the HKT. Note: although the word “launch” appeared as a Child-Node in
cycle 2, it is counted as zero sources in the context of the targeted HKT container: {[“window” “phone”],
[<>]}, since the focus is to measure the changes on this container and the word regarded as a new word at
this level in cycle 3.

posts were excluded. The data collection process yielded a
comprehensive dataset comprising of 800 thousand tweets,
providing a foundation for subsequent analyses. For the pre-
processing phase, the steps described in the previous chapter
were followed.

For the ground truth, key highlights from the match were
selected from four different live text sources, including BBC
[59], Al Jazeera Media Network [60], Sky Sports [61] and
Eurosport [62]. A sample of these highlights as well as the
number of crawled tweets during the match, is shown in
Figure 9.

B. IMPLEMENTATION
The SECA software, which was introduced in the previous
section, was used in this scenario with the following
configuration: α = 0.7, β = 0.5, AlphaError = 0.1,

BetaError = 0.2, and WordImportanceError = 0.3. The
SECA light option was enabled, and the program was set
to fetch tweets every minute and store up to 3 batches in
memory.

While the previous section showed that the SECA
approach generates a hierarchical keyword-based summary
of topics, enhancing the readability of the generated trees
by producing human-like summaries of the encapsulated
sources within nodes would be useful (note: the creation of
this type of summary is beyond the scope of this paper).
For this purpose, ChatGPT API [63] was selected for this
task. This choice is based on our observations on the quality
of the produced outputs. To generate a summary of each
node in the tree, a random sample of 100 tweets that were
clustered within each node were fed into the ChatGPT with
the prompt: “Describe, as reporting live a current event in
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FIGURE 9. A timeline of the number of tweets downloaded from Twitter API during the FIFA World Cup 2022 Final Match (Argentina vs France). The
yellow boxes represent selected posts of key events from live bogs published in media websites, such as BBC [59], Al Jazeera Media Network [60], Sky
Sports [61] and Eurosport [62].

TABLE 5. Randomly selected tweets from four distinct nodes.

max three lines, what is happening right now using the
following tweets, with a focus on the terms nodeTerms”,
where nodeTerms are the encapsulated words in the node. The
selection was restricted to 100 tweets because of the existing
constraints on ChatGPT’s prompt length capacity. The results
were manually investigated and compared with the live

blog comments from the four media sources mentioned
above.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to provide a detailed analysis of the topics
identified by SECA during the match, two key events
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FIGURE 10. Tree representation of four levels for the topics and sub-topics after feeding SECA with three minutes batches, from
15:34 to 15:36. The timestamp “15:36” denotes the tree’s root. “goal” is the Seed-Node that belongs to a particular topic. The
symbol “<>” denotes a Refuge-Node. The nodes “messi”, “playing” are examples of Orphan-Nodes, that can also represent a seed
for a particular topic but are not as significant as the topics in the Seed-Node. There are four direct sub-topics, “di maria”,
“beautiful”, “team” and “second” under the Seed-Node “goal”. The left part of the figure shows the published live texts around
15:36 from four different sources, including BBC, Al Jazeera Media Network, Sky Sports and Eurosport. The yellow boxes represent
the summary generated using ChatGPT.

are selected for illustration. Figures 10 and 11 depict
two distinct trees generated by SECA at two different
timestamps, 15:36 GMT and 17:36 GMT, respectively.
The trees are accompanied by a summary of some nodes
generated using ChatGPT. Additionally, the figures illustrate
the comments posted on the live blogs during those
times.

At 15:36, the 36 minute of the match, Dia Maria scored
the second goal for Argentina. According to Skysport Live
Blog, the move started with Messi’s flick to Alvarez near
the halfway line, followed by Mac Allister, who spotted Di
Maria’s run on the left and delivered a pass to him; the latter
finished the play by sending the ball into the net. SECA
captured this significant event, which is mainly represented
by the Seed-Node “goal”, with its four important Child-
Nodes, namely: “di maria”, “beautiful”, “team” and “second”
(see Table 5 for randomly selected tweets from these nodes).
These sub-concepts and their branches provide some details

about the main themes of discussions on Twitter during
the event. For example, by navigating through the Child-
Nodes of the word “team”, additional insights on how the
users described the scored goal could be obtained (such as
“brilliant” and “great”).

Another important event during the match, specifically at
17:36, the Argentina player, Gonzalo Montiel, received a
yellow card for committing a handball (according to BBC live
blog). A penalty was awarded to France, and Mbappe was set
to take the penalty kick for France (according to Aljazeera
live blog). SECA captured this event (see Figure 11) by
generating the Seed-Node “penalty”. The words “handball”
and “kick” are among the significant terms that were detected
for the event, which can be directly linked to the information
provided by the media. In other words, the contextual
path “penalty->handball->montiel” and “penalty->kick-
>mbappe” can be linked to the transcripts in the BBC and
the Aljazeera websites, respectively.
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FIGURE 11. Tree representation of four levels for the topics and sub-topics after feeding SECA with three minutes batches, from 17:34 to
17:36. The timestamp “17:36” denotes the tree’s root. “penalty” is the Seed-Node that belongs to a particular topic. The symbol “<>”
denotes a Refuge-Node. The nodes “mbappe”, “final” are examples of Orphan-Nodes, that can also represent a seed for a particular topic
but are not as significant as the topics in the Seed-Node. There are five direct sub-topics, “handball”, “game”, “kick”, “oh” and “omg” under
the Seed-Node “penalty”. The left part of the figure shows the published live texts around 17:36 from four different sources, including BBC,
Al Jazeera Media Network, Sky Sports and Eurosport. The yellow boxes represent the summary generated using ChatGPT.

By utilizing ChatGPT’s services, a more human-like
summary of the generated nodes can be produced. This can
offer the flexibility to direct the generated summary based on
any selected scope node, whether from a higher-level concept,
or from amore specific sub-concept, or from other interesting
nodes like trending nodes (note: here, the trending nodes
simply refer to the nodes that encapsulate a high number of
sources in any specific timestamp). To illustrate, the summary
generated in Figures 10 and 11 (in yellow boxes) focused on
specific nodes, such as: “team”, “beautiful”, “di maria” and
“messi” in Figure 10 and “handball”, “omg” and “mbappe”
in Figure 11.

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this study, we present a new approach called Self-Evolving
Contextual Analysis (SECA) for event detection. It creates
a tree of word relationships that can dynamically change
its structure based on input data in an automated manner.
A computationally lighter version of this method was pro-
posed to cope with fast-changing environments. We assessed

SECA and the other three state-of-the-art baseline methods
(KMeans, Nonnegative Matrix Factorization and MStream)
with a focus on three important qualities: Performance,
Transparency, and Carbon Footprint. We created events with
varying frequency based on well-established datasets in
literature, in order to determine the ability of the methods
to these changing frequencies. We found that the proposed
approach achieved highly competitive performance and
overall gave the best results for all of the measures used.
Transparency and Carbon Footprint assessments have also
shown that SECA is the only method that meets all of the
transparency requirements whilst at the same time being
an environmentally friendly approach. In this regard, SECA
represents a significant development for real-timemonitoring
of textual data for the detection of new events in an
explainable manner whilst meeting the ethical requirements
for Green AI.

In addition, the proposed SECA method was employed
to analyze tweets published during the FIFA World Cup
final match, which took place on December 18 2022. Two
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key events were selected to demonstrate the ability of the
approach to detect topics and present related information.
The comparison analysis between the outputs of the method
and posts published in media live blogs during the match
reveals the usefulness of the approach in capturing the related
words and their relationships. Integrating SECA outputs with
ChatGPT API was utilized to offer a more readable summary
of nodes from various scopes of interest.

Although the performance assessments showed very good
performance of SECA in detecting the main topics, the
quality of the hierarchal sub-concepts detection was not
quantitatively assessed. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no ground-truth dataset that can provide this type of
detail in the context of event detection, and this is also a
weakness in the datasets presented in this study. Our future
work will focus on building a baseline corpus that can offer
a hierarchical representation of topics and their sub-topics.
In addition, applying the SECA method to other real-world
applications, such as event detection during earthquakes and
other significant occurrences, is also reserved for future
work. Although ChatGPT provided interesting summaries of
the generated nodes by SECA, further work is required to
quantitatively assess the quality of the produced summary.
Moreover, due to its nature, this approach is regarded as a
black-box engine. This study focused on the transparency
aspects of the event detection problem. Future work needs
to focus on how to produce a more readable node summary
without sacrificing the transparency aspects of the complete
system.
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